THIS PAPER considers the following question: Can every Axiom A diffeomorphism be approximated by one which is R-stable and has the same nonwandering set as the original diff eomorphism? Palis's a-explosion construction [5] and Smale's &stability theorem [9] show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the approximating diffeomorphism to be n-stable is that it have no cycles. (By local stability, the approximating diffeomorphism will satisfy Axiom A.)
THIS PAPER considers the following question: Can every Axiom A diffeomorphism be approximated by one which is R-stable and has the same nonwandering set as the original diff eomorphism? Palis's a-explosion construction [5] and Smale's &stability theorem [9] show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the approximating diffeomorphism to be n-stable is that it have no cycles. (By local stability, the approximating diffeomorphism will satisfy Axiom A. ) Newhouse and Palis [3] showed such approximations exist when the manifold is 2-dimensional. A contrasting result for flows in dimension 3 was established by Pugh, Walker, and Wilson [7] . They describe a flow cp on S3 whose nonwandering set consists of nine hyperbolic closed orbits, but which cannot be approximated by a flow with no cycles and the same nonwandering set.
In this paper we construct a diffeomorphism on M' whose nonwandering set consists of finitely many hyperbolic fixed points. This diffeomorphism cannot be approximated by one with no cycles and the same nonwandering set. Hence, the theorem of Newhouse and Palis cannot be extended to higher dimensions.
THEOREM. In every isotopy class of Diff(M"), m 2 3, there is a diffeomorphism satisfying Axiom A that cannot be approximated by an n-stable diffeomorphism with the same nonwandering set as the original.
In 02, we give some background definitions. 03 contains the construction of the local example, a function F from a pair of open sets in R3 to R3 which is a diffeomorphism onto its image. It is shown that F has a finite hyperbolic nonwandering set with cycles. The important part of the construction is the creation of a free transverse cycle connection. This type of connection allows us to make the preceding connections in the cycle unbreakable without creating new nonwandering points. This differs from the 2-dimensional case of [3] , where, if all the cycle connections were unbreakable, then extra nonwandering points were always created outside of the desired nonwandering set.
In 04, we analyze the cycle structure of F and show all nearby diffeomorphisms with the same nonwandering set have cycles. By [5] , these approximations are unstable. In §S, F is extended to E' a diffeomorphism of R3. P inherits the desired properties of F. In 96, we show how any diffeomorphism of a manifold of dimension greater than or equal to 3 can be isotoped to one with the properties of R I would like to thank C. Ennis, S. Newhouse, J. Palis, and C. Pugh for helpful conversations while preparing this paper.
DEFINITIONS
A basic reference for the material in this paper is [8] .
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Given f E Diff(M), R = Q(f), the nonwandering set of f, consists of all x E M such that given U, a neighborhood of x, there is an n > 0 such that f"(U) rl U + 4.
An f-invariant set A has a hyperbolic structure if there is a Tf-invariant splitting of the tangent bundle of M restricted to A, T,,M = E"$E', such that Tf expands vectors in E" and contracts vectors in E'. That is, given a Riemannian metric I(*((, there are constants C > 0 and 0 <A < 1 such that for n L OllTf"uII 5 C'A~IIUII if u E E' and I/Tf-"u(l~ Ch"llvll if u E E". f satisfies Axiom A if (a) n(f) has a hyperbolic structure, and (b) the periodic points are dense in n(f).
is the stable manifold at x of f, and If f satisfies Axiom A, l-l(f) = A1 U . . . U At, where the Ai are basic sets, that is, each is compact, invariant, hyperbolic, and topologically transitive. See [9] . In most of the sequel the Ai will be hyperbolic fixed points. Define a partial ordering z/, or L if confusion is unlikely, by Ai L fAj if there is a sequence Ah = Ai, Ai, ,.
and hof = gob. f is R-stable if there is a neighborhood X off in Diff(M), and every g E X is R-conjugate to f. a-conjugacy and R-stability are weakened forms of topological conjugacy and structural stability.
$3. LOCAL CONSTRUCTION
The first step in the construction is to define a diffeomorphism f: U +R3, where U is open in W3 and f is a diffeomorphism onto its image. f is defined by Fig. 1 . Notice that f(U) =/= U. On a neighborhood of each of its fixed points, f is a hyperbolic linear map with real positive eigenvalues; between these regions of linearity, f is defined in the natural way. With this definition f can be considered as the time one mapping of a flow. Notice at p, f has two distinct eigenvalues less than 1. The eigenspace of the smaller is shown with double arrows. At q there are two distinct eigenvalues greater than 1. The distinctness of the eigenvalues at the other fixed points is unimportant.
Let
is the union of 2-dimensional vertical unstable manifolds. Notice that, near p, 'IV" consists of vertical l-dimensional fibers over Z? = Wr" fl W'(p). By choosing the unstable eigenvalues at q Fig. 1 to be the reciprocals of the stable eigenvalues at p and by a suitable choice for f in the region of nonlinearity between p and 9. we can arrange that, in a neighborhood of W"(p) fl W'(9), 'W" consists of vertical l-dimensional fibers over Z. In particular, in a neighborhood of 9, cI(W") rl W"(9) is the image of 8 under vertical projection onto WY9). Now choose a second open set U' C R3, well separated from U, such that U' = U. Extend f to U' so that the action of fl U' = fI U. Now f : U U U'+W' is a diffeomorphism onto its image and (U U f(V)) 17 (U' U f( V')) = 4.
It is easy to verify that flCf> consists of the 36 fixed points and f has no cycles. Recall that x E U U U' wanders if there is a neighborhood V of x with V n ( .U>,f" V) = 4. Since f( U U U') $ U U U', there may be y E V with fNy$ U U U' for some N > 0.
Therefore, for n > N, fny$ V since f"y is undefined. In a later section f will be extended to W3, and all points in V will have complete forward orbits. So, points that wander for fI U U U' might not wander for the extension. Excluding this possibility of extra nonwandering points in U U U' will be an important factor in the selection of the extension. Now we modify f by composing it with 16 diffeomorphisms of R3, each of which has its support in a thin cylinder. To define this modification, consider the placement of eight of the cylinders, the ones going from U to U'. In U the cylinders are placed as in Fig. 2 . We need some terminology.
Let WV"(~) denote the weak unstable manifold at 9; that is, the eigenspace of the smaller of the two expanding eigenvalues of f at 9. Denote the components of W"'" (9) - (9) by WY(q) and W!?' (9) . We require that 4 of the cylinders, Cl,..., C.,, meet WY(q) and the other 4, C5 ,..., Cs, meet W!"' (9) . The axes of the cylinders should be parallel to W' (9) . Their intersections with W" (9) should all be contained in a single fundamental domain which is near 9. Finally, none of the cylinders should meet Ur". These cylinders meet U' as shown in Fig. 3 . That is, C, and C, meet WZ'), C2 and C6 meet WT(2'), C3 and C, meet W:(S), and C, and CS meet W?(Y). As before, W,'(j) denotes a component of W'(j) -{j}, where c = + or -and j = 2' or 5'.
The action of fi on Ci is shown in Fig. 4 , as well as Figs. 2 and 3. fi(JC'; = id. fi(Ci fl W(q,f)) is finger shaped pushing up through W"(q,f). along the axis of the cylinder, and cutting some W,'(j) transversely; (T = + or -and j = 2' or 5'. Figure 4 shows the action of fS. fl , . . . , f7 have corresponding actions in Cl,. . . , C,.
Eight additional cylinders, C,,. . . , Cla, going from U' to U are added to the construction. The placement of these cylinders and the definition of the diffeomorphisms f9,..., f16 are the same as the corresponding constructions for Cl,. . . , C8 except the roles of the primed and unprimed points are interchanged. Figure 5 shows U, U', and the sixteen cylinders, which have been represented by their axes only. The arrows on these axes represent the direction points move under the action of fi; they do not represent invariant manifolds of the fixed points. The cylinders are mutually disjoint.
F is a diffeomorphism onto its image.
The nonwandering set of F equals the 36 jixed points off. F has cycles.
Proof. The assertion about $2(F) follows from the observation that s2cf) consists of its fixed points and the disjointness of the F-orbits of the cylinders:
The disjointness condition is verified by checking various cases. For 1 5 i, k 5 8. For 15 i I 8 and 9 I k 5 16, (3.2) follows in U' because (YP)' separates F"Ci from C,. Recall that (YP)' is a vertical F-invariant wall above Z'. U'-(W")' consists of four f-invariant components: two of these contain the Ci, 1 I i 5 8, and the other two contain the Ck, 9 5 k 5 16. See Figs. 2 and 3. Similar remarks apply in U where W" separates F"Ci from Ck. In the dual situation, 1 5 k 5 8 and 9 5 i 5 16, the proof is identical. When F is extended to R3, (3.2) must be verified in R3 -(U U U'). This completes the proof of (3.2).
(
3.2) implies the assertion about R(F). Suppose x E U -R(f).
Choose an fwandering neighborhood V of x. A point y E V could return to V under iteration by F only if it first traveled from U to U' via Cl, 1 zz i ~8, and then returned to U' via Ck, 9 5 k 5 16. But (3.2) implies that if the orbit of y meets Ci, it never meets Ck. Therefore, y never returns to V and x4 R(F). A similar proof works when x E U' -0cf).
That F has cycles is immediate. cl runs over all points except q in every cycle containing q and k runs over all points except j' in every cycle containing j'. In the next section, we will analyze the cycle structure of F and show it is unbreakable. This free transverse connection is the key to this analysis: the transversality makes this stage of the cycle unbreakable: the freedom allows us to make previous stages of the cycle unbreakable without creating new nonwandering points along the cycle. Remark 3.4. Because F has cycles, it is unstable. For instance, one can perturb F slightly near W'(q) to cause W"(q') to accumulate on W"(q'). This perturbation causes an Q-explosion. Remark 4.2. By the local stability of hyperbolic fixed points, if G is near F and i is a fixed point of F, then G has a fixed point near i. In this paper the interesting case is when a(G) = Q(F), so the fixed point of G near i is i. We weaken this assumption of equality to R(G) > O(F). Thus it makes sense to write W"(i, G), etc. because i is fixed for G, as well as F, but the possibility that R(G) > Q(F) due to an R-explosion is not excluded.
The theorem will be proved by considering the cycle structure for F, proving lemmas about the local consequences of breaking various stages of the cycle, and using the lemmas to establish the theorem. The following type of diagram will be helpful shorthand in the coming discussion, An arrow from i + j means W"(i) n W'(j) ) r#~. iej means W"(i)* W'(j) =/= 4. The above diagram shows the cycles for F.
Since transverse intersections are preserved under small perturbations, the only breakable connections are of two types: 2 + 1 and p + q. The first type occurs also as 2 + 3,5 -4, and 5 -+6. Both types occur in U' as well as U. The first type is easiest to consider. Recall 2 was defined in 42. Proof. Consider the case when i = 1; the proof of the other cases is similar. Figure  6 shows the invariant manifolds for When W'(1, G) is below W"(2, F), W"(1, G) meets the two fingers of W'(q', G) below W"(2, F). One of these fingers comes via Cl0 from U', the other via Ci4. In the previous case, when W'(1, G) was above W"(2, F), there were also two fingers. One contained in C9, the other in C',+ See Fig. 5 . Therefore, whether W'(1, G) is above or below W'(2, G) it meets a portion of W"(q', G) from each side of W""(q', G), the strong unstable manifold at q'. This will be needed later in proof of Corollary 4.6 and is responsible in part for the complexity of figure. q Now we consider the second type of breakable connection, p + q. We start by examining a 2-dimensional analogue of our 3-dimensional problem. The analogue contains the important features of our problem, but the notation, figures, and arguments are more transparent in this case. Figure 7 shows the fixed points and invariant manifolds of F in solid lines and W"(p, G) and W"(q, G) in dotted lines. W$(2', F) is shown meeting W"(q, F) in two hooks: the one to the right would be in F-'(C,), the one to the left in F-'(Cs). That W:(2', F) meets W"(q, F) on both sides of q follows from the construction; C, and Cs each meet WS(2', F). See Fig. 5. WT(2', F) , WX5', F) and W"_(5', F) each meet W"(q, F) in a similar way and the result about W:(2', F) will apply equally to them. Choose x E W"(p, F) fl W"(q, F) sufficiently near q so that x is above the tips of the hooks. By stable manifold theory[l], WL(p, F) is approximated in the C-topology by W;b,(q, G), if G is C'near E (W;l,(p), the local unstable manifold, is a compact disk about p in W"(p).) Therefore, for G sufficiently near F the segment of W"(p, G) from p to XC iS near the segment of W'(p, F) from p to x. In particular, XG is above the tips of the hooks, and the segment of W'(p, G) is between W"(q, Gj and one of the hooks.
(Since W'(p, G) n W"(q, G) = 4. W/&(q, G) is either to the right or the left of Wf,,(q, G).
There is a hook on each side.) Since the unstable manifold is generated from the local unstable manifold by the action of G, that is, W"(p, G) = u G" ( W;l,,(p, G) ), and G is hyperbolic near q, W"(p, G) sweeps upward and to the W"(q, G) = 4, a stronger hypothesis than W"(q, G) fl W'(p, G) 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose G is suficiently near F and R(G) 3 R(F). Z_f Y@"(G) fl
W'(q, G) = C#J, then e(G) n W:(2', G) 8 4. The conclusion remains valid if W$(2', G) is replaced by WL(2', G), W:(5', G), or WX5', G).
The sketch of the proof which precedes the lemma can be formalized using the stable and unstable tubular families from[4 and 63 to make precise the notions of "above" the tips of the hooks and "between" W"(q, G) and one of the hooks. The tubular families are also helpful in proving that '3?"(G) sweeps to the left and meets W32', q). This proof is left to the reader. The assertion is true with the roles of the primed and unprimed points reversed.
Before proving (4.7), we remark that it implies the theorem. Starting with i, E Z, we get a string extending infinitely to the left, since (4.7) guarantees that every element in the string can be preceded by one of the appropriate form. Since Z and I' are finite, we eventually get repeating entries and, therefore, a cycle. This proves the theorem. Now we prove (4.7). Suppose (e(G)) n W"(q', G) + 4. By definition of (e(G))', there is an ir,' E I' with ii+ 4'. Lemma 4.4 shows g' L Gi for i = 1 or 6. So 6,'~ Ol and 6. Also, q'z Gp since q'z ol and W"(1, G) F W'(p, G) =/= 4. Therefore, ibr & for every i E I.
If (e(G))' n W'(q', G) = $J, the hypotheses of Lemma 4.5 are satisfied. Consider the case i = 1. By Lemma 4.5, <'J?"(G))' n W'(2, G) c 4. Therefore, there is an i; E I' with ih+2. If 2+ 1 is unbroken for G, i; L 2 2 1 and ih 1 1. If 2 + 1 is broken, Corollary 4.6 applies. So (e(G)) ' n Ws( 1, G) 8 4, and there is an ih E I' with W"(i& G) n W"(1, G) f C#B. Therefore i; L 1. For i = 6, the proof is analogous. For i = p. i' ( 1) 2 1 L p, so i'( 1) zz p. Cl Remark 4.8. The theorem shows F is a local example with the desired properties: All G near F with R(G) = R(F) have cycles and are, therefore, unstable by [5] .
GLOBAL EXTENSION
In this section we show how to extend f: U U U'+W3 to a diffeomorphism f:R3+R3.
The extension will be constructed in several steps: first, f( U will be extended to f : R3 -D R 3; then, fl U' will be extended to fi : R3 + R3, with r 3 f; finally, f and f will be joined along an invariant plane and the resulting diffeomorphism will be the desired f : R3 *R3.
The extension f is shown in Fig. 9 . Remark 5.1 will explain the complexity of f The figure shows two invariant concentric 2-spheres; a portion of the outer sphere has been cut away to simplify the drawing. Between the two spheres there is an invariant (figure eight) x I. In the inner sphere the figure eight passes through p, I, 7,3,4,6 , and 11; in the outer sphere though q, 32, and 36. Near W"(p) fl W'(q), the (figure eight) x Z corresponds to W" in the local construction of fl U. Notice that there are two vertical planes each of which is invariant under fi One plane contains 35, 9, p, q, 33, and 34; the other contains 35, l&24,8,9, 10,7,2, p, 5, 11, 12, 15,21,25,26,31,32, q, and 36. f is symmetric about each of these two planes. Using this symmetry, one can verify that f:W3+R3 is a diffeomorphism; comparison of Fig. 1 and 9 shows that i extends fl U.
Let f be a second copy of f and glue these two actions together along the plane P as shown in Fig. 10 . Let V be the closed 3-disk bounded by the top outer sphere; let V' be the corresponding bottom 3-disk. See Fig. 10 . Let f be the diffeomorphism indicated by the figure. The primed points from the local analysis which were contained in U' are in V', in the bottom of the figure; the unprimed points from U are in V, in the top of the figure.
Notice that j:R3+R3 has a nonwandering set consisting of 99 hyperbolic fixed points. p has no cycles. Now we show the cylinders C, ,. . . , Cl6 from the local analysis can be placed within R3. The cylinders must connect U' and U as shown in Fig. 5 . Also they must satisfy a disjointness condition:
unless 1 = k and i = j. Observe in Fig. IO that the unstable manifolds of the saddles in P form a 2-dimensional tube. Denote by T' the part of this tube below P and by T the part of this tube above P. It will be easier to draw some of the figures if we isotope T to a tube with straight rulings by sliding the circle formed by c/( W"(33) U W"(34)) downward along a(V). See Fig. 11 .
In R3 -(V U V'), separate C, , . . . , Cs, the cyclinders going from U to U', from C 9,. . . , Cr6, the cylinders going from U' to U, by requiring that Cl ,. . . , Cs go outside T U T' and C,,..., Cl6 go inside T U T'. In Figs. 12 and 13, this placement is shown. Only one cylinder is drawn in each figure; the placement of the others is indicated by showing their intersections with dV', P, and dV. In V U V' we will see that these two groups of cylinders are separated by 'JP and (W")', as in the local analysis.
In order to satisfy the disjointness condition for 9 5 i, j 5 16 on R3 -(V U V') we specify that these cylinders be arranged as in Fig. 12 . We can easily arrange that the original placement of the eight cylinders be disjoint and lie in a vertical fundamental domain. That is, notice that in each of the horizontal surfaces, dV', P, and JV, there is a 2-dimensional source. Take (Zdimensional) fundamental domains for each of these sources and connect them with vertical fibers to from a cylindrical shell. This is the vertical fundamental domain in which the eight cylinders should lie. By the original placement, the disjointness property is satisfied on R3 -(V U V') for 9 I i, j I I6 and mentioned in the description of K One of these planes contains 33, q, 34; the other 32. q, 36. These planes separate the eight tubes into 4 pairs; each pair is in one quarter of B3 and is separated from the other pairs except near V' and near W"(2) and W'(S). Therefore, except in these regions it is sufficient to check the disjointness property for these pairs one at a time. By symmetry about the vertical planes, it is sufficient to check one pair, Cls and C16. In Fig. 14 we see that, in each of the horizontal planes through 36, 31, 25, 11, and the sink inside the inner sphere, the given point is a 2-dimensional sink. Therefore, a vertical fundamental domain argument like the one used earlier shows that the disjointness property holds within V for i = 15, j = 16; k, I EZ. As noted above the vertical planes fail to separate the pairs near V' and near W'(2) and W(5). Disjointness has already been established near V'. Near W'(5), Cls and C,, cross the vertical plane containing 5, 21, 11, 25. Again a fundamental domain argument can be used to show disjointness.
We remark again that the disjointness property for 15 i 5 8, 9 5 j 5 16, and k, 1 E Z is satisfied in V. It is clear that we need only consider j = 9, 13, 11, or 15. If j = 9 or 13, only the forward orbit of the end of Cj that extends beyond the vertical plane_ through 1, 2, and 3 need be considered. If j = 11 or IS, consider the end of Cj that extends beyond the vertical plane through 4,5, and 6. In the local analysis, we showed this portion of the orbit of the C's was separated from the Ci's by YV'.
The proof that the Cj, 1 5 j 5 8, satisfy the disjointness property in B3 -(V U V') and in V' is similar to the above arguments and omitted.
Remark 5.1. fi = fr60... oflo{, the extension of F in the local example, has cycles among the following fixed points: p, q, 2', 5', l', 3', 4, 6', p', q', 2, 5, 1, 3, 4, 6, p. The analysis of these cycles was carried out in the discussion of the local example. fl has no other cycles. This freedom from additional cycles is gained at the expense of the complexity of l? For example, it would be tempting to omit the points 12, 14, 16, 26, 27, 28 and 25, 20, 22, 29, 30, 31 in the definition of J? This could be arranged by letting the unstable manifolds of 1, 3, 7 and 4, 6, 11 extend vertically to form the (figure eight) x I. If p were defined in this way, the cylinders C,, Cu, Cl,, and Cl5 would cross W"(1) U W"(3) U W"(4) U W" (6) . When f is composed with the fi supported on the cylinders we would get a 2-cycle, say W"(4)$-Ws(5) and W"(5) 0 W' (4) . This would give extra nonwandering points. To avoid this extra a, we define f as in Fig. 9 . This definition gives a "window" through which the cylinders can enter the inside of the (figure eight) x I without causing unwanted cycles. See Fig. 14. 6. CONCLUSION THEOREM 6.1. In every isotopy class of Diff(Mm), m 2 3, there is a diffeomorphism satisfying Axiom A that cannot be approximated by an &stable diffeomorphism with the same nonwandering set as the original.
Proof. Every isotopy class contains an Axiom A diffeomorphism with a periodic sink. This follows from [ lo], which shows every diffeomorphism of M can be isotoped to one satisfying Axiom A with zero-dimensional 0. Such a diffeomorphism has a periodic sink.
Define F, : R" +R", m I 3, as follows. Decompose W" as W3 x Rme3. Let F,(x, y) = (P(x), by), where fi is the diffeomorphism of §5 and 0 < 77 < 1. We require that 77 be sufficiently small so that fi is normally hyperbolic at R'X (0). See [2] . Clearly, R(F,,,) = Cl(E')X{O} and F,,, has the same cycle structure as @. If G,,, is a small perturbation of F,,,, G,,, has an invariant manifold X near R3 x (0) and G,,,IX is near F,IR3 x (0) = I? That is, there is a diffeomorphism cp :R3 X {O}+ X; cp is near the identity; and (P-'oG,,,o(P : R3 x {O}+R3 x (0) is near &JR3 x (0). This follows from [Z] .
(The lack of compactness in our case is not crucial as we are only interested in a neighborhood of the origin.) Since G,,,/X is near F,,,(R3 x {0}, (4.1) shows that if fI(G,,,) = a(&,), then G,JX has a cycle and, therefore, so does G,,,. Therefore, G, is not &stable. So F, is not approximable by an R-stable diffeomorphism with the same nonwandering set.
Any diffeomorphism f of Mm with a periodic sink of period n may be modified by an isotopy in a neighborhood Y of the sink so that the modified diffeomorphism f has the following property: pj Y = FmjZ. 2 is a neighborhood in R" of a 3-ball in R' x (0) containing V U V' U T U T'. See Fig. 10 . Notice that points in the unbounded component of W3 -(V U V' U T U T') are attracted to 8V U 3V' U T U T'. The proof is complete. Cl Remark 6.
2. An open question for flows from [7] remains unsettied. Namely, can every flow on M3 with R = finitely many hyperbolic fixed points be approximated by a Morse-Smale flow?
